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The medieval  Arabic- speaking world had southern Spain, or Andalusia, 
as its far western border and then stretched across North Africa eastward 
to include all of  modern- day Iran. Its two major intellectual centers were 
Cordova in the west and Baghdad in the east. As for its temporal extent, 
what might be termed “the classical period” of Arabic philosophy and sci-
ence roughly began in the fi rst half of the ninth century with the “fi rst” 
Arabic philosopher, al- Kindı̄, and continued until the end of the twelfth, 
when Persian began to emerge as a rival to Arabic for writing and think-
ing about philosophy and the “Aristotelian” approach to science began 
gradually to be abandoned. Certainly one of the signifi cant contributions 
of those working in the medieval  Arabic- speaking world was the continu-
ation of a scientifi c tradition going back to the earliest Greek natural phi-
losophers, which attempted to explain the various natural phenomena 
and physical features that make up our world.

The study of nature in the medieval  Arabic- speaking world was char-
acterized by two currents that usually fl owed in parallel, while occasion-
ally crossing over and feeding one another: these were the intellectual 
traditions associated with kalām and falsafa. Although one is tempted to 
translate these terms respectively as “theology” and “philosophy,” it is 
not clear how helpful such labels are for understanding the differences 
between the two, since both traditions were interested in roughly the 
same set of questions, and their answers often shared common intuitions. 
Perhaps a better way to distinguish between the two is to consider how the 
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historical actors viewed themselves and what they thought the differences 
were. The proponents of falsafa saw themselves as adopting, adapting, 
and generally extending the Greek philosophical and scientifi c tradition, 
while the advocates of kalām envisioned themselves as promoting a way 
of thought intimately linked with the Arabic language and the Islamic 
religion. The emphasis of this characterization is on the two groups’ own 
perceptions of themselves rather than whether the perceived differences 
were as real as they thought.

This chapter focuses primarily on the notion of nature as it appears in 
the falsafa tradition, namely, as a continuation of Aristotle’s discussion of 
nature as well as that by the Greek Aristotelian commentary tradition. At 
the end of this survey, however, there is also a brief discussion of kalām 
accounts of nature and its response to the Greco- Arabic conception of 
nature. To this end, we shall begin with the Arabic vocabulary used for 
nature as well as various defi nitions of nature either taken over from or 
inspired by Aristotle. This section is followed by some brief notes on cer-
tain post- Aristotelian Greek developments that would affect the discus-
sion of nature in the medieval Islamic world. In the next two sections it is 
argued that the desire of  Arabic- speaking natural philosophers to address 
these later Greek developments led fi rst to what might be considered a 
uniquely Arabic conception of the coming to be of the various natures 
at particular times, culminating in Avicenna’s “Giver of Forms.” This is 
followed by a section that considers the reaction among Andalusian Peri-
patetics to these new theories, where the focus is primarily on Averroës’ 
response to Avicenna’s thesis. The chapter concludes with a brief look 
at kalām conceptions of nature and the general critique of an Aristote-
lian understanding of nature considered as an internal cause of motion 
and rest.

THE VOCABULARY OF NATURE

The English term “nature” comes from the Latin natura, which itself is 
derived from the Latin verb nascor, “to be born, spring forth, originate.” 
Latin- speaking philosophers themselves frequently understood the philo-
sophical sense of natura by reference to Aristotle’s defi nition of the Greek 
term phusis, which, like its Latin cousin, comes from a verb (phuō) mean-
ing to bring forth, produce, or engender. What is common to both the 
Greek phusis and the Latin natura is that a nature has the sense of some-
thing arising from within a thing itself rather than coming from without. 
It was in this vein that Aristotle provided what would become the classical 
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defi nition of nature as “a certain principle and cause of being moved and 
being at rest, belonging primarily to that in which it is essentially, not 
accidentally.”1 Thus a nature, according to Aristotle, is something wholly 
internal to a thing that accounts for the various activities (or motions) of 
that thing.

In the  Arabic- speaking world, although the philosophers sometimes 
used h� aqı̄qa (“truth or reality”) to characterize a thing’s nature—and in-
deed this term was the preferred term in kalām—by far the most common 
philosophical term for nature was t�abı̄ ‘a (and sometimes the etymologi-
cally linked t�ab‘). Indeed, when we turn to the Arabic translation of Ar-
istotle’s Physics, the rendering of the defi nition for nature is practically 
verbatim with its Greek counterpart: “Nature [t�abı̄ ‘a] is a certain principle 
and cause on account of which the thing in which it is primarily is essen-
tially, not accidentally, moved and at rest.”2

Virtually every  Arabic- speaking philosopher simply assumed this defi -
nition, either implicitly or explicitly. Thus consider the fi rst Arabic philo-
siopher, al- Kindı̄ (ca. 800–870 CE), who was associated with the ‘Abbāsid 
court in Baghdad during the caliphal reigns of al- Ma’mūn (r. 813–833 CE), 
al- Mu‘tas� im (r. 833–842 CE), and al- Wāthiq (r. 842–847 CE) and was in-
timately involved in the earliest interpretations and dissemination of 
the newly acquired Greek sciences within the Arabic world. In his The 
Defi nition and Description of Things, he defi ned nature as “a starting point 
[ibtidā’] of motion and resting from motion, where the most important 
[starting point] is the powers of the soul.”3 (Here, one should note that 
ibtidā’, “starting point,” is etymologically linked to mabda’, the term for 
“principle” occurring in the Arabic translation of Aristotle’s defi nition.)

Also relying heavily on Aristotle’s defi nition of “nature” was al- Fārābı̄ 
(ca. 870–950 CE), who was active within the circle of philosophers known 
as the Baghdad Peripatetics and was certainly one of the most important 
philosophical system builders in the medieval Islamic world. Unfortu-
nately, despite his signifi cant role in the history of philosophy done in 
Arabic, very little is known about the details of his life. As for a thing’s na-
ture, he identifi ed it with a thing’s essence (māhı̄ya) and then immediately 
described the essence as “that on account of which that species does the 
activity generated from it as well as the cause of the rest of the essential 
accidents belonging to it, whether motion, quantity, quality, position, or 
the like.”4 In other words, like Aristotle before him, al- Fārābı̄ understood 
a thing’s nature as an internal cause of the activities associated with it. 
Also,  pseudo- Fārābı̄ would defi ne nature as “the principle of motion and 
rest, when [that motion or rest] is neither from something external nor a 
result of volition.”5
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This strong reliance on Aristotle’s defi nition of nature is also seen 
among the Baghdad Peripatetics, a group of philosophers whose activity 
extended roughly from 870 CE to 1023 CE and who focused primarily, 
though not exclusively, on aspects of Aristotelian logic. Thus both the 
Syrian Christian Yah� yá ibn ‘Adı̄6 (893–974 CE), who studied with al- Fārābı̄ 
and subsequently became titular head of the Baghdad Peripatetics, and his 
student Ibn as- Samh7 (d. 1027 CE), for whom we have little biographical 
information, offered Aristotle’s defi nition verbatim in their discussions 
of nature.

Also drawing heavily on Aristotle’s Physics was Avicenna (980–1037 
CE). Known in both the East and West for his unique philosophical sys-
tem as well as his work on medicine, The Canon, Avicenna was associated 
in varying capacities—sometimes as court physician, sometimes vizier—
with a number of  short- lived sultanates in Iran. Like many before him, 
Avicenna approvingly cited and commented upon Aristotle’s defi nition 
of nature and further noted that nature in the strict sense (so as to be dif-
ferentiated from the vegetative, animal, and celestial souls) is “a power 
that brings about motion and change and from which the action proceeds 
according to a single course without volition.”8

Ibn Bājja (1085 or 1090 to 1139 CE) was the fi rst of the great Andalu-
sian philosophers as well as vizier of the governor of Granada for twenty 
years. In his commentary on the Physics, he gave this abridged defi nition 
of nature—“a principle of motion and rest in the thing”—neither men-
tioning nor commenting on the idea that the principle belongs to the 
thing essentially and not accidentally.9 Unlike earlier thinkers within the 
falsafa tradition, Ibn T� ufayl (ca. 1110–1185 CE), the next in the line of 
great Andalusian philosophers, did not use t�abı̄ ‘a when he spoke of nature 
in his philosophical novel H� ayy ibn Yaqz� ān (a genre of doing philosophy, 
one might add, that apparently had no earlier precursor). Instead, he used 
h� aqı̄qa (“true nature”) to speak of a thing’s nature, saying, “the true nature 
of any body’s existence is due only to its form, which is its predisposition 
for the various sorts of motion, while the existence that it has due to its 
matter is a weak existence that is barely perceivable.”10 (Here it is worth 
noting that although Ibn T� ufayl’s account, with its introduction of “form” 
and “matter,” might seem to go beyond Aristotle’s defi nition, his addi-
tion in fact encapsulates Aristotle’s later identifi cation of nature with form 
and matter.) The fi nal fi gure in the triumvirate of Andalusian Peripatetics 
is the great Aristotelian commentator, Averroës (1126–1198 CE), who in 
addition to expositing the works of Aristotle was chief Qād� ı̄, or judge, of 
Cordoba and court physician to the Spanish Caliph, Abū Ya‘qūb Yūsuf. 
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As one might expect, in both his Epitome and Long Commentary on the 
Physics he cited Aristotle’s defi nition of nature verbatim and then com-
mented upon it.11

Despite the obvious similarities between Aristotle’s original defi nition 
and its Arabic variants, there is a difference between them, not so much 
with the defi nitions themselves, but with the implicit connotations of the 
Greek and Arabic terms being defi ned. Again, the Greek phusis is derived 
from a verb that carries with it the connotation of coming forth from 
within. In contrast, t�abı̄ ‘a is derived from the Arabic verb t�aba‘a, yat�ba‘u, 
t�ab‘, which means to be sealed, stamped, or impressed (from without) and 
so also conveys the sense of being made or created so as to act in a deter-
mined way. Consequently, while the notion that a nature is a principle 
and cause is explicit in both the Greek and Arabic philosophical defi ni-
tions of nature, the Arabic account additionally carries with it an implicit 
sense that a nature is imposed from without, whether by God or some 
other agent, and that it is only once a thing is so impressed that its nature 
acts as a cause of the various natural activities that arise from it.12 This 
shift in emphasis may in part be explained by the fact that Aristotle did 
not see his “god” as a creator of the very existence of the physical world, 
but only as the explanation of the motion of an independently existing 
world, whereas later thinkers, particular those working within one of the 
various monotheistic religious traditions, viewed God as the Creator in 
the sense of the effi cient cause of the world’s very existence, a point to 
which we shall return in the next section.

This implicit connotation of the Arabic t�abı̄ ‘a, namely, that it is im-
pressed upon a thing by an external agent, can be seen in the very earli-
est discussions of nature by  Arabic- speaking philosophers. Thus, accord-
ing to al- Kindı̄, “natural science is the science of moved things precisely 
because nature is the thing that God has made as a cause and a reason 
for the cause of all things subject to motion and rest.”13 Similarly the 
iconoclast and renowned physician Abū Bakr Muh� ammad ar- Rāzı̄ (born 
ca. 864 CE) complains of Aristotle and certain Greek commentators, ask-
ing “Why do you deny that God, great and mighty, in Himself is what 
necessitates [and so makes exist] the powers of all other actions and the 
natures of things?”14 Here we see at least two of the earliest  Arabic- speaking 
philosophers  ascribing to God the explicit role of creating natures and 
the implicit role of impressing them into physical things. In the Islamic 
east, later philosophers, such as al- Fārābı̄ and Avicenna, would relegate 
this task to an immaterial substance or angel below God, namely, the 
“Active Intellect” or “Giver of Forms.” Before we can appreciate their 
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 theories, however, we must consider certain developments within the 
Greek scientifi c  tradition that were to infl uence Arabic discussions con-
cerning  nature.

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

The Arabic translators’ choice of t�abı̄ ‘a to render Aristotle’s notion of phu-
sis was not simply happenstance; rather, it seemed to be the product of 
developments in the Greek Aristotelian commentary tradition itself. Ar-
istotle, having defi ned nature as a principle of change, further identifi ed 
a thing’s nature with its matter and form.15 He additionally argued that 
although the individual instances of a form- matter composite—such as a 
particular person, a given tree, a quantity of water, and the like—inevita-
bly come to be at some time and cease to be at some time, matter and form 
absolutely—that is, the underlying stuff and what it is to be human, tree, 
water, and the like—are eternal and exist necessarily.16 Consequently, for 
Aristotle the matter of and forms in the universe need no effi cient cause to 
explain their existence; rather, what needs explanation according to Aris-
totle is the cause of the changes in the universe, which Aristotle explained 
by appealing to an unmoved mover as an ultimate object of desire.17 In 
this respect Aristotle’s unmoved mover, or “God,” is not an effi cient cause 
of the universe’s existence at all, but only a fi nal cause of its motion.

Such a position came to be unacceptable to a number of later Neopla-
tonists. Neoplatonism had its origins in the Enneads of Plotinus (205–270 /  
71 CE) with its appeal to “the One,” which later thinkers would identify 
with God, and which in a real sense was considered to be beyond exis-
tence and being, but from whom all being or existence emanates. Thus 
Proclus (412–485 CE), whose own thought was much indebted to that of 
Plotinus, complained against Aristotle that it was not enough that God 
should be the fi nal cause of the universe, as Aristotle had maintained; 
one must also show that God is the effi cient cause, the very source, of the 
universe’s existence. Unlike earlier Neoplatonists, such as Plotinus and 
Proclus, later Neoplatonists were quite keen to show the harmony of the 
thought between Plato and Aristotle. Accordingly, as part of their attempt 
to reconcile these two, later Neoplatonists wrote commentaries on a num-
ber of Aristotle’s works, which were in turn either translated into Arabic 
or were known in paraphrastic versions. These works greatly shaped the 
reception of Aristotle in the Arabic world.18 Thus in response to Proclus’s 
complaint, his own student, Ammonius (ca. 440–520 CE), maintained 
that despite appearances to the contrary, and notwithstanding what Aris-
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totle’s earlier commentators might have thought, Aristotle himself had in 
fact held that God is both fi nal and effi cient cause of the very existence 
of the universe. Ammonius specifi cally argued as much in a treatise on 
Aristotle’s “creator”—a treatise which is now lost, although we have hints 
of its contents from Greek and Arabic sources.19 It was this Ammonian 
interpretation of Aristotle that the  Arabic- speaking world inherited and 
which in part may explain the choice of t�abı̄ ‘a as the translation for na-
ture; for again Aristotle identifi ed nature with matter and form, and yet if 
God is the effi cient cause of the existence of the universe as a form- matter 
composite, as Ammonius had suggested, God would be such precisely by 
creating and then impressing the various specifi c forms into matter.

In addition to this issue of God’s causal relation to the universe were 
developments concerning the question of how Aristotle’s formal and ma-
terial natures interacted. Latent in some of Aristotle’s physical treatises 
(such as On the Heavens, On Generation and Corruption, and the Meteorology) 
is the idea that the specifi c natures of things supervene on their elemental 
or humoral mixtures.20 This idea was articulated more fully by later think-
ers, particularly Galen (ca. 129–210 CE) in his medical writings (such as 
The Elements and Mixtures). These Galenic treatises made their way into Is-
lamic lands via the Persian city of Jundishapur—situated in the southwest 
region of modern Iran—when the city saw an infl ux of Greek scholars in 
the wake of the persecution of heterodox Christian sects and the closing 
of the Academy at Athens in 529 CE. These scholars brought with them 
the works of Galen and other medical authors, which provided the theo-
retical framework for medical practice in the Islamic world. Jundishapur 
was home to the fi rst “teaching hospital,” founded around 550 CE, and 
remained the center of medical learning in the region even after Muslims 
took control of the former Sassanid, or Persian, Empire. Eventually its 
position was usurped by Baghdad, after the ‘Abbāsid caliph al- Mans� ūr (r. 
754–775 CE) asked the then head of the Jundishapur medical school to 
treat him. The caliph’s request precipitated a migration of physicians to 
Baghdad and the gradual rise of Baghdad as the preeminent center of 
medical learning.

Galen had taught that the different proportions of the elements (earth, 
water, air, and fi re) and the more complex elemental mixtures such as 
the humors (blood, phlegm, yellow bile, and black bile) determined both 
what species form or nature a physical thing would have as well as the 
characteristic differences among individuals within a species, for example, 
why a particular person is sanguine, phlegmatic, bilious, or melancholic. 
While this simplifi ed account looks broadly Aristotelian, Galen, drawing 
on a Stoic (materialist) natural philosophy and his own fi ndings, also hap-
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pily criticized Aristotle on points of natural and biological science. Indeed, 
at least one project among philosophers in Islamic lands was to reconcile, 
or at least adjudicate between, the best natural philosophy of the time 
as presented in Aristotle and the best medical theory of the time as seen 
in Galen. So, for example, from the point of view of natural philosophy, 
one challenge that medicine posed for philosophers in the Islamic world 
was to situate Galen’s physiognomy within Aristotle’s physics and show 
how a thing’s underlying elemental mixture or temperament was related 
to its nature. This challenge, one might add, called for a reassessment of 
Galen’s own philosophical assumptions. The one- time head of the teach-
ing hospital in Baghdad, Abū Bakr Muh� ammad ar- Rāzı̄, is credited with 
being the unsurpassed physician of Islam; he was among the fi rst to rise 
to this challenge.21 While certainly indebted to Galen, ar- Rāzı̄’s own close 
observations, emendations, and advancements went well beyond Galen 
in virtually all areas of medical learning and practice, such as anatomy, 
diagnosis, and pharmacology, and it was in light of his own independent 
speculation that ar- Rāzı̄ wrote his Doubts Concerning Galen.22 Despite ar-
 Rāzı̄’s rightly earned renown, it was Avicenna’s Canon that would become 
the culmination of Arabic medicine; for in it not only did Avicenna pres-
ent Galen’s and ar- Rāzı̄’s voluminous medical writings in a synoptic form, 
but he also attempted to provide for the science of medicine a theoretical 
basis that was grounded in Aristotelian natural philosophy.

Astronomy provided yet another discipline where advancements both 
in the later Greek and Arabic worlds went beyond Aristotle. Most nota-
bly, Aristotle had argued that the motions of the heavens accounted for 
changes in the elemental mixtures themselves and even suggested an as-
tronomical model based on the system of Eudoxus (ca. 400–347 BCE), the 
best astronomer of his time. Unfortunately, Eudoxus’s theory of rotating 
concentric spheres with Earth at the center was, within a generation of 
Aristotle, seen to be empirically inadequate. It was ultimately replaced by 
Ptolemy’s (ca. 85–165 CE) astronomical system, with its appeal to eccen-
tric and  deferent- epicycle models.23 Thus one issue facing philosophers in 
the Islamic world was how the physical principles and celestial motions 
assumed by Ptolemy’s system (which were quite different from those as-
sumed by Aristotle) could be incorporated into an Aristotelian natural 
philosophy with its explanation of changes in elemental mixtures, where 
those elemental mixtures in their turn determined a thing’s specifi c nature 
and particular temperament—and all this while remaining sensitive to 
the conviction that God must be the ultimate cause of the natures that 
are impressed upon matter.
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NATURE IN THE EARLY EASTERN ISLAMIC WORLD

The fi rst Arabic philosopher to attempt this synthesis was al- Kindı̄, who, 
unlike most of his Aristotelian predecessors and successors, argued that 
God created the world along with all of its various motions from nothing 
and did so at some fi rst moment in time in the fi nite past. Clearly, then, 
for al- Kindı̄, God, who created the existence of all things ex nihilo, is the 
cause of the absolute existence of natures. Al- Kindı̄ added, however, that 
God uses the motion of the heavens in the generation and corruption 
of the individual instances of those natures thereafter. Al- Kindı̄’s general 
strategy was something like this: the different motions of the elements—
whether away or toward the center of the universe, that is the center of 
Earth itself, as well as the relative speeds away or toward the center—de-
termine their natures. Heat is the cause of something’s moving away from 
the center, while cold causes motion toward the center, whereas the dryer 
an element is the faster it moves and the wetter it is the slower it moves.24 
So, for example, the nature of the element fi re is a combination of hot 
and dry, and as such fi re naturally moves upward quickly. These motions, 
which again are linked to the qualities that determine the natures of the 
elements, are themselves affected by the size, speed, and proximity of 
the celestial bodies moving over them. In a popular survey of Ptolemaic 
astronomy and Galenic medicine, al- Kindı̄ observed the following:

We see that the body of every animal comes to have a humor commensurate 

with its elemental mixture. Thus humors follow upon the proximity and 

distance from us of the [celestial] individuals and how high or low, or fast or 

slow they are as well as whether they are in conjunction or opposition. More-

over, [our humor] is proportionate to the elemental mixtures of our bodies at 

the time that the semen is produced as well as when it settles in the wombs.25

Following Ptolemy, he then went on to describe the providential de-
sign of the heavens and their motions—including the sun’s eccentric mo-
tion along the elliptic, as well as the various planetary motions produced 
by the combined effects of eccentrics, deferents, and epicycles. The myriad 
varying celestial motions, al- Kindı̄ insisted, function together to give rise 
to numerous combined motions here on Earth, which themselves give 
rise to the various elemental and humoral mixtures of Aristotelian phys-
ics and Galenic medicine so as to account for the different specifi c na-
tures that we fi nd in the world as well as the particular temperaments of 
individuals. In summary, then, for al- Kindı̄, God is the proximate cause 
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of the existence of the heavens and their motions, creating them from 
nothing at some fi rst moment of time, while their motions, in turn, are 
the proximate causes of the generation and corruption of natures here 
on Earth.

Many subsequent  Arabic- speaking philosophers would accept, at least 
in outline, this synthesis of Aristotle, Galen, and Ptolemy, but with one 
major alteration. Al- Kindı̄’s account seemingly had the celestial motions 
educe natures out of an underlying elemental mixture by affecting certain 
basic qualities in the elements—a feature that is in fact in keeping with 
Aristotle’s own account of elemental change. Consequently, this account 
makes it appear as if accidental qualitative changes in the matter causally 
explain the existence of the various species forms, and yet for most later 
thinkers the causal explanation was just the reverse: form explains the 
actualized existence of matter, and species forms are causally prior to ac-
cidental forms.26 Hence al- Fārābı̄ maintained:

It would seem that the existence of forms is the primary aim, but since they 

subsist only in a given subject, matter was made a subject for bearing forms. 

For this reason, as long as forms do not exist, the existence of matter is in 

vain, but no natural being is in vain. Therefore, matter cannot exist devoid of 

a given form. Matter, then, is a principle and cause solely by way of being the 

subject for bearing the form; it is not an agent, nor an end, nor something 

that can exist independently of some form. Matter and form are both called 

“nature,” although form is more aptly named such.27

If matter alone cannot explain the existence of natures, understood as 
forms, whereas the celestial motions merely produce accidental qualita-
tive changes in matter, then the question becomes “From whence do the 
natures or species forms arise and what impresses them into matter?” The 
question does not concern the ultimate cause of the absolute existence of 
natures, which all took to be God, but instead is “What causes the particu-
lar existence of a given nature in some bit of matter at a precise time?”

Although al- Fārābı̄ suggested that natures temporally come to be in 
matter as a result of the “Active Intellect,”28 which is the immaterial sub-
stance associated with the mover of the moon, Avicenna explicitly said 
as much and integrated this element into his overall theory of generation 
and corruption.29 Avicenna summarized his account thus:

There is a single account about all of that, namely that through the mixture 

of the compound body it was prepared to receive a certain disposition or 

form or specifi c property [in other words, the natures] and that comes to be 
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in it as a result of an emanation from nothing other than the Giver of Forms 

and Powers. They emanate from it on account of its goodness and because 

it does not stint on providing [forms or natures] to whatever is deservingly 

prepared.30

To be more specifi c, according to Avicenna every natural substance 
has an elemental disposition suitable to the nature informing it, where 
this elemental disposition is determined by how hot, cold, wet, or dry the 
substance is. Moreover, as in al- Kindı̄’s system, elemental dispositions are 
constantly undergoing alteration as a result of the motions of the heav-
enly bodies. When, in a given natural substance, the alteration of its el-
emental disposition is signifi cant enough, the matter is no longer suitable 
to the nature informing it, and so the matter receives a new nature that 
better accords with its new elemental disposition. Again it is the motions 
of the heavenly bodies that are the causes for the changes in a material 
substance’s elemental dispositions. However, as such, the heavenly bodies 
are only preparatory or auxiliary causes for the occurrence of the new na-
ture. The cause that imparts the new nature, that is, the new form, is “The 
Giver of Forms,” which Avicenna identifi ed, following al- Fārābı̄, with the 
last of the separate substances or Intellects, namely, the so- called “Active 
Intellect.” The Giver of Forms, then, causes the suitable elemental disposi-
tion to receive the new form by emanating the appropriate form or nature 
into the prepared matter.31

Avicenna’s conception of the role of the Giver of Forms in the tempo-
ral coming to be of natures and their concomitant actions would basically 
become the standard theory for later Muslim philosophers working in 
the east.32 So, for example, as- Suhrawardı̄ (ca. 1154–1191 CE) embraced 
Avicenna’s account, albeit recast in his preferred light imagery, and as 
such the theory became a mainstay of later Illuminationist philosophy 
in the Islamic east. (One should be careful, however, not to confuse the 
Illuminationist philosophy mentioned here with the tradition, frequently 
associated with the work of Ibn al- Haytham, that treats theoretical optics 
in the medieval  Arabic- speaking world.)33 As- Suhrawardı̄ wrote, “Lights 
become the cause of motions and heat, where both motion and heat ob-
viously belong to light, not that they are its cause, rather, they prepare 
the recipient so that it [a light] occurs in it from the dominating light 
that emanates through its substance onto the recipients properly prepared 
for it.”34 Here “light” is a trope for “form” or “nature,” and “dominating 
light” is as- Suhrawardı̄’s terminology for a separate, immaterial substance, 
such as al- Fārābı̄’s “Active Intellect” or Avicenna’s “Giver of Forms.” Thus 
we see as- Suhrawardı̄ in effect repeating the Avicennan position that cer-
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tain accidental changes in motion and heat prepare matter such that it is 
impressed with a nature or form by a separate, immaterial substance.

NATURE IN THE LATER WESTERN ISLAMIC WORLD

There is evidence that the idea of a separate substance’s impressing na-
tures into matter reached philosophers working in the Islamic Empire in 
Spain at a fairly early date. In his Inquiry into the Active Intellect, the fi rst 
major Iberian Peripatetic, Ibn Bājja, asserted the following:

The bodies subject to generation and corruption are subordinate to bodies that 

move circularly insofar as these are neither generated nor corrupted, where 

the former is like the elements. The elements, taken in their entirety, are not 

subject to generation, while their particular instances, namely the species of 

things existing materially, are generable. When we consider their particular 

instances, namely, the things subject to generation, it follows necessarily that 

there is a form that is not in a matter at all [namely, the Active Intellect], but 

which is intimately related to material forms and is a cause of their existence.35

Here we see all the salient features of Avicenna’s theory of the Giver of 
Forms—that the elements are subject to the motion of the celestial bod-
ies, but that the cause of the existence of a particular species, or nature, in 
the matter, is due to a separate immaterial substance, identifi ed, following 
al- Fārābı̄, with the Active Intellect.

Despite hints of this theory in the later western Islamic world, it never 
really seemed to capture the imagination of the Spanish Muslim philoso-
phers, who on the whole preferred a theory of nature and the generation of 
natural things more closely aligned with the historical Aristotle. Thus even 
though Ibn Bājja, in his commentary on Aristotle’s Physics, asserted that 
generation is the most signifi cant part of the science of physics, there was 
no immediately apparent reference in that work to the role of the Active 
Intellect in generation as is suggested in his Inquiry into the Active Intellect.36 
Similarly, Ibn T� ufayl, in his only extant philosophical work, H� ayy ibn Yaqz� ān, 
said nothing about a possible role of either the Active Intellect or the Giver 
of Forms in generation, even though he had much to say about generation 
and the role of the celestial motions in the formation of elemental mixtures 
and readily admitted that the philosophy of Avicenna had infl uenced his 
own philosophical thought. Finally, although Averroës would mention Avi-
cenna and al- Fārābı̄ by name, noting the role that they had assigned to the 
Giver of Forms (that is, the Active Intellect) in generation, he did so only 
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to indicate what he considered to be an aberration of the moderns which, 
he claimed, belied a fundamental misunderstanding of Aristotle’s position. 
(We shall return to Averroës’ criticism of Avicenna and al- Fārābı̄ shortly.)

In general the Andalusian Peripatetics seemed happier to explain the 
emergence of natures either, as in the case of the elements and nonliving 
things, in terms of qualitative changes brought about by celestial motions, 
or, as in the case of living things, through the activity of seeds and semen 
on a recipient matter. In Averroës’ commentary on Galen’s Elements, he 
wrote of the simple bodies:

It has become clear in the science of physics that every body is a composite of 

matter and form. The matter of the simple bodies is their common compo-

nent that exists only in potency, as will become clear, while their forms are 

the four simple qualities, which are at the extreme. (I mean the two of them 

that are active and passive, for example, the hot and dry that are in fi re and 

the cold and wet that are in water.)37

Averroës identifi ed the basic primary qualities, hot, cold, dry, and wet 
with the elemental forms or natures themselves, by which he probably 
meant that different natures are to be associated with different ratios be-
tween hot and cold and wet and dry. Consequently, as a result of the 
motions of the heavenly bodies, there would be changes in these primary 
qualities and their ratios, which in turn would explain the emergence of 
a new form or nature in a particular instance.38 Thus, concluded Averroës, 
there is no reason to appeal to a separate substance that gives forms.

Similarly, according to these western  Arabic- speaking philosophers, 
the species form or nature arises in living things when something possess-
ing an active principle, namely, a specifi c type of semen or seed, brings 
about a change in the matter. Ibn Bājja gave a series of examples to make 
this point—“the embryo does not result from the [menstrual] blood until 
the semen unites with it . . . and the plant does not come from the mix-
ture of water and earth until the seed unites with them.”39 On this point, 
Averroës wholly concurred. For these philosophers, one did not need to 
posit some separate, immaterial substance that impresses natures onto the 
prepared matter; rather, the seeds and semen that are part of our physical 
world can impart their own nature to a suitably disposed material when 
they come into direct contact with it.

Averroës further argued that the introduction of the Giver of Forms in-
dicated a fundamental misunderstanding of the relation between matter 
and form; for if the matter’s being prepared were different from the form 
impressed onto it, then one must assume that matter and form would be 
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really distinct, when in fact they are merely conceptually different. For 
example, if one considers an actually existing bed, one might conceive 
of the shape of the bed as different from the stuff that has that shape, 
but the shape and stuff of the bed are not really distinct such that there 
could be both a subsisting shape and subsisting matter. Yet, objected Aver-
roës, such an opinion seems to be exactly what is assumed when one 
maintains that the Giver of Forms has certain forms that it impresses into 
prepared  matter.

In the end, Averroës complained that both al- Fārābı̄ and Avicenna had 
been misled about the generation or temporal coming- to- be of natures “be-
cause it was an opinion very much like the account upon which the practi-
tioners of kalām in our religion rely, namely that the agent of all [generated] 
things is one and that some of the [generated] things do not bring about an 
effect in others.”40 This criticism is interesting. One of its key complaints 
concerns the assumption that there must be some single effi cient cause 
of all things—that is, that there is one agent who generated all things, a 
premise that Averroës would in fact deny. In denying the need for such 
an agent, Averroës in effect was rejecting the Ammonian interpretation of 
Aristotle, which made God both a fi nal and effi cient cause of everything 
in the universe. This, as we have seen, was the very issue that motivated 
earlier eastern accounts of nature. In fact Averroës considered it an open 
interpretative question within Islam whether God is the effi cient, rather 
than just the fi nal, cause of all things.41 Indeed, Averroës himself sided 
with Aristotle on this point, maintaining that certain substances other 
than God, such as the heavenly bodies, are eternal and so do not need an 
effi cient cause; rather, God is precisely the fi nal cause of the world’s exis-
tence and as such brings about celestial motions, which, as we have seen, 
were for Averroës the causes of elemental changes here in our world.42

Here, then, we see that the discussion concerning nature within the 
falsafa tradition, which had its origins in Aristotle, was affected by later 
developments within the Greek intellectual tradition, underwent signifi -
cant modifi cations at the hands of  Arabic- speaking philosophers in the 
east, fi nally to come full circle in the thought of Averroës, who reestab-
lished Aristotle’s account of nature and natural change.

NATURE IN KALĀM

Whereas the cast of players in the falsafa tradition might disagree about 
whether the nature arose from within or without a natural thing, they 
all agreed that once existing in such a thing, the nature is a cause and 
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principle of that thing’s actions and motions. In contrast, the dominant 
position in kalām came to be that while a thing’s true nature (h� aqı̄qa) came 
directly from God (or perhaps through the intermediacy of an angel), such 
a nature had no causal effi cacy considered in itself, and indeed God was 
the true and only cause of all things—both the cause of existence itself 
as well as any particular actions and motions or changes. This position, 
which culminated in a type of occasionalism, was not a matter of blind 
religious faith but was the conclusion of a series of arguments.

Before turning to those arguments, however, we should briefl y con-
sider sources for kalām conceptions of nature. Whereas the falsafa tra-
dition was clearly indebted to Aristotle and his later Neoplatonic com-
mentators for its understanding of nature, the sources for early kalām 
conceptions of nature are more obscure. Certainly many of the “theologi-
cal” issues treated by practitioners of kalām had been part of the philo-
sophical and theological systems of the Greek world. Moreover, there is 
evidence that part of the impetus for the early Greco- Arabic translation 
movement of Greek philosophical and scientifi c works was to provide fac-
tual information, particularly concerning natural philosophy, for theolog-
ical debates between Muslim and Christian theologians.43 Consequently, 
it is not surprising that at least one signifi cant early mutakallim (a practi-
tioner of kalām, plural, mutakallimūn), al- Jubbā’ ı̄, wrote a treatise discuss-
ing and refuting arguments from Aristotle’s corpus on natural philoso-
phy.44 Thus it seems likely that those working in the falsafa and the kalām 
traditions were in part drawing upon the same body of literature, except 
that whereas the former more openly embraced Greek learning, the latter 
seem to have been more hostile toward it. Perhaps one source for this dif-
ference in orientation toward Greek science was the Arabic language itself, 
or more particularly its grammar. Many mutakallimūn were leery of the 
new Greek science precisely because of its heavy reliance on Aristotelian 
logic, which they took to be nothing more than thinly disguised Greek 
grammar.45 It was common to question whether Greek grammatical cat-
egories could provide a better way of conceptualizing the world than the 
categories that Arabic grammarians used, especially, it was argued, since 
the philosophizing was taking place in the Arabic language itself.

It may have been these linguistic concerns that motivated those work-
ing in the kalām tradition to adopt “true nature” (h� aqı̄qa) for their notion 
of nature; for h� aqı̄qa can simply mean the proper or strict sense or use of a 
word, and so a h� aqı̄qa can be merely that which fi xes the referent of some 
term without having any deeper metaphysical implications beyond this 
linguistic role. Thus Abū Rashı̄d (who fl ourished during the fi rst half of 
the eleventh century CE) wrote of a thing’s true nature:
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The thing itself inevitably is specifi ed by a certain description by which it 

is distinguished from other [things], where that description inevitably has 

a characteristic by which [the thing] is known46 and that characteristic is, 

as it were, its true nature (h� aqı̄qa) and a necessary condition of [the thing’s] 

existence.47

Here the emphasis is on a certain characterization or description by 
which one can pick out or identify a thing. Thus h� aqı̄qa, far from identi-
fying the causal principle of something’s proper actions as it does in the 
falsafa tradition, indicates in the kalām tradition the feature(s) by which 
we sensibly recognize something and fi x a referent in the language.

This is not say that theories of causal interaction among physical 
things were absent within the kalām tradition. They were not. Some of 
the earliest kalām thinkers maintained a theory by which one thing might 
“be engendered” (tawallud) by another and so caused. For example, the 
movement of the hand engenders the movement of the ring on the hand. 
A response to the theory of engenderment came at the hands of no less 
than al- Ghazālı̄ (1058–1111 CE) himself. Al- Ghazālı̄’s signifi cance in the 
Islamic intellectual tradition cannot be understated. He was born in T� ūs in 
the province of Khurasan in northeastern Iran and taught in both Bagh-
dad and Nı̄shapūr. Among his intellectual accomplishments are his le-
gitimization of Aristotelian logic among the mutakallimūn, his trenchant 
critique of falsafa, and his integration of Sufi sm, kalām, and even elements 
of falsafa into a systematic whole. When responding to the theory of 
engenderment, he presented what would become the dominant opinion 
within kalām, pointing out that such a theory, while perhaps capturing 
the imagination, lacked philosophical precision.

Now in our opinion what is known concerning the expression “to be engen-

dered” is that some body emerges from inside of another body, as the fetus 

emerges from the mother’s belly and plants from the belly of the Earth. This 

is absurd with respect to accidents, since the motion of the hand has neither 

an inside such that from it the motion of the ring emerges nor is it something 

containing things such that from it part of what is in it emerges. So if the mo-

tion of the ring is not concealed in the very motion of the hand, then what is 

the meaning of its being engendered by it?48

In addition, this early kalām causal theory of engenderment seemed 
liable to the same type of criticism that kalām opponents of Aristotelian 
natural causation would raise, to which we shall now turn.

Aristotle and most (although not all) of those working within the 
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falsafa tradition took the existence of natures, understood as causes of 
 species- specifi c actions and motions, as virtually self evident and not in 
need of proof.49 Aristotle wrote, “Trying to prove that there is nature is 
ridiculous; for it is obvious that there are many such things, whereas prov-
ing obvious things through what is not obvious belongs to one who is 
incapable of distinguishing between what is known in itself and what 
is not.”50 We have seen al- Kindı̄ appealing to the regular movements of 
the elements, whether away from or toward the center, as witness to the 
existence of natures, and other philosophers point to the regularity of 
fi re burning, alcohol’s intoxicating, and the like as evidence that these 
physical things have certain innate causal powers, which the philosophers 
identifi ed with those things’ natures.

The fi rst in a chain of kalām arguments directed against philosophers’ 
conception of natures was intended to undermine the claim that the 
existence of natures, understood as internal causes, is self- evident. One 
mutakallim who argued against the purported self- evident status of na-
tures was al- Bāqillānı̄ (d. 1013). A near contemporary of Avicenna, and for 
much of his adult life a resident of Baghdad, he was also one of the fi rst 
to systematize and popularize the newly emerging Ash‘arite kalām, which 
took a more traditionally Islamic approach to theological and philosophi-
cal issues. Al- Bāqillānı̄ observed:

Concerning what [the philosophers] are in such a stir, namely that they know 

by sense perception and necessarily that burning occurs from fi re’s heat and 

intoxication from excessive drink, it is tremendous ignorance. That is because 

that which we observe and perceive sensibly when one drinks and the fi re 

comes into contact is only a change of the body’s state from what it was, 

namely, one’s being intoxicated or burnt, no more. As for the knowledge that 

this newly occurring state is from the action of whatever, [such a causal rela-

tion] is not observed; rather it is something grasped through rigorous inquiry 

and examination.51

In other words, although we observe the constant conjunction of 
two types of events—whether fi re’s contacting cotton and the cotton’s 
burning or intoxication following excessive drinking—one does not ob-
serve the causal connection or mechanism that explains such regularities. 
Based solely on sense perception, one could equally explain the regular-
ity of our observations by appealing to a custom or habit on the part of 
God to bring about one type of event on the occasion of another type 
of event. For example, it might be that when fi re is placed in contact 
with cotton, God, not the fi re, causes the burning of the cotton. Both 
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interpretations—whether the natural causation of falsafa or the occasion-
alism of kalām—are underdetermined, should one appeal solely to sense 
perception.

A second in the chain of kalām arguments against Aristotelian na-
tures was intended to show that in fact natures taken alone could not 
be causally effi cacious. Again let us consider an argument derived from 
al- Bāqallānı̄.52 We observe around us the temporal succession of various 
and different events. If this temporal succession of events is due solely to 
natures, then the nature might be either eternal or temporal. Now since 
nature does not act by choice but always acts in the same way, if it were 
eternal, then from all eternity there would have been the same actions 
and the same events. Thus one could not explain the variety and differ-
ences of temporal events. If the natures that cause the temporal succession 
of various and different events are themselves temporal, that is to say, 
various and different natures arise and so produce various and different 
events, then there must be a cause for the temporal origination of those 
new natures. Consequently one can again ask about the origination of 
the new nature: “Is it caused by a nature and if so is that nature eternal or 
temporal?” Here one fi nds oneself once again facing the initial question. 
Clearly, then, if every cause acts through a nature, one is on the road to 
infi nite regress. The adherents of kalām denied the possibility of an infi -
nite series absolutely, whether an infi nite series extending into the past or 
an infi nite series of presently existing natural causes. Thus the purported 
series of natural causes must terminate with God. Of course, one could 
say that God acts through a fi nite series of intermediary natural causes, 
but why complicate matters when the earlier argument had shown that 
there is no empirical reason for assuming causal relations between various 
observable events? Simplicity, then, would suggest that one needs only 
a single cause. According to this account it is God, rather than the na-
tures of things, that causally determines everything in the world at every 
instant. The origins of Islamic occasionalism—the view that reserves all 
causality for God and God alone—may well have had its origins in kalām 
critiques of Aristotelian natures.53

CONCLUSION

In Islamic occasionalism, one sees an extreme response to a question that 
fi rst arose in the late Hellenistic world and then infl uenced discussions 
of the understanding of nature in the medieval  Arabic- speaking world: 
“What is God’s causal relation to the natural world?” Among those work-
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ing in the falsafa tradition, the answer initially seems to have been that 
God created natures and matter, impressing the one into the other. Here 
God is the effi cient cause of the natural world’s existence. Subsequent 
thinkers, most notably Avicenna, relegated the task of impressing natures 
into prepared matter to an immaterial substance below God, identifi ed 
with the Active Intellect or Giver of Forms. For certain later Muslim phi-
losophers, such as Averroës, God apparently stands to the world only as 
its fi nal cause, not its effi cient cause, and so the issue of making natures 
that come from without and are then subsequently impressed into mat-
ter fell by the wayside. Indeed, when one turns to the Latin West and its 
reception of Arabic philosophy, in a real sense it was Averroës who led the 
way on this point—not in restricting God’s role to fi nal causation alone 
(for many Latin scholastics saw God as both fi nal and effi cient cause), but 
in rejecting the need for a separate substance (al- Fārābı̄’s and Avicenna’s 
Active Intellect or Giver of Forms) to explain how natures are impressed 
in matter. Thus, at least by the time of Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274 CE), 
Avicenna’s Giver of Forms seemed to play no signifi cant role in physics, 
and the Active Intellect had come to be identifi ed with an internal cogni-
tive faculty belonging individually to each human. In short, the Active 
Intellect was no longer considered a separate substance, as philosophers 
working in the Islamic world had commonly held.

In stark contrast to those working in the falsafa tradition, practitioners 
of kalām developed an occasionalistic outlook on the world, which sim-
ply did away with the intermediacy of natures and made God the direct 
effi cient cause of all actions in the world. While none of the theological 
treatises of the mutakallimūn, in which they themselves laid out these 
arguments, made it into Latin translations, their thought was nonethe-
less known to Latin scholastics indirectly. Moses Maimonides (1135–1204 
CE), for instance, mentioned kalām positions in his Guide of the Perplexed,54 
and Averroës incorporated into his The Incoherence of the Incoherence virtu-
ally the whole of al- Ghazālı̄’s The Incoherence of the Philosophers, in which 
al- Ghazālı̄ approvingly mentioned kalām theories.55 Both Averroës’ and 
Maimonides’ works were in turn translated into Latin and played signifi -
cant roles in the development of Latin scholasticism. Despite the rela-
tively early presence of kalām theories available in Latin (even if at one 
remove), it would be diffi cult to trace direct lines of infl uence to similar 
views in Europe, such as  seventeenth- century occasionalism and David 
Hume’s criticism of causation in the early modern period.56 Still, there are 
certain marked notes of agreement between the two groups. For example, 
both linked occasionalism with their anti- Aristotelian polemics, and at-
tacked the causal theory that underwrote Aristotelian science.57 Ironically, 
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while in the West these very points of similarity were seen as part of a 
scientifi c outlook that helped bring about the European scientifi c revolu-
tion, their success in the Islamic context, with the accompanying critique 
of natures taken as causal principles, has been seen (rightly or wrongly) as 
contributing to the decline of Islamic science.
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